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1.An exhaustive list of business processes has been gathered from the customer. A subset of the 

customer tasks performed relating to user management includes: - Receive new user identity 

requests - Receive requests for changes to user identities - Use access policies to evaluate 

requests - Gather approvals - Place users in groups - Update accounts - Synchronize passwords 

There is an important part of a good user management process that is missing. What is the 

missing process step? 

A.Back up directory information. 

B.Check that existing accounts are valid. 

C.Verify user management process ownership. 

D.Grant or block access to programs based on access policy. 

Correct:B 

2.Interviews with the customer indicate a concern that they are not reacting quickly enough to 

possible attacks coming from the Internet or from within their own company. They have a number 

of administrators who receive daily events and alerts if something unusual has happened but no 

one can remember the last time any significant investigation or action was started based on these 

alerts and events. What are some key words that would apply, as you consider what to document 

about achieving possible higher levels of maturity? 

A.access control, firewall, and honey pot 

B.provisioning, auditing, and content management 

C.correlation, incident management, and automation 

D.identification, policy automation, and agent less connection 

Correct:C 

3.Which three business goals are direct results of a successful security management process? 

(Choose three.) 

A.Increased data integrity 

B.Increased data duplication 

C.Reduced impact of threats 

D.Eliminated any risk of frauds 

E.Reduced TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) for account management 

F.Decreased risk awareness among employees not working in the IT security department 

Correct:A C E 

4.Which security capability relates most strongly to the customer business process eployment of 

new or updated application initiatives? 

A.Firewalls - because they protect the deployed applications from attack. 

B.PKI - because it makes it easy to drive single sign-on to the deployed applications. 

C.Compliance management - because the application is guaranteed to be running in a safe environment. 

D.Callable authentication and access services - because that eliminates the need to include 

authentication and access code in the applications. 

Correct:D 

5.Which   information   is   necessary   in   order   to   determine   a   customer's   IT   environment 

infrastructure? 

A.Last Enterprise inventory 

B.Enterprise network topology 

C.Company's most recent Asset declaration 



 

 

D.Number of security personnel in the Enterprise 

Correct:B 

6.In terms of identity management maturity, what is the proper order - with the highest maturity 

level (1.) at the top and the lowest maturity level (4.) on the bottom? 

A.1.  Extending  security  automation  to  business  partners  2.  Password  management  3.  Distributed 

administration 4. Provisioning approval and process automation 

B.1.  Password  management  2.  Distributed  administration  3.  Provisioning  approval  and  process 

automation 4. Extending security automation to business partners 

C.1. Extending security automation to business partners 2. Distributed administration 3. Provisioning 

approval and process automation 4. Password management 

D.1.  Provisioning  approval  and  process  automation  2.  Distributed  administration  3.  Password 

management 4. Extending security automation to business partners 

Correct:C 

7.In gathering information about the customer's IT organization, the customer has mentioned the 

Operations staff, but has not included any details. Which three types of information would be 

useful when adding Operations to a diagram of the IT organization? (Choose three.) 

A.SLAs 

B.Location(s) 

C.Reporting chain 

D.Hours of operation 

E.Relation to Help Desk 

Correct:B C E 

8.In order to correctly understand the data protection requirements, which two groups of people 

must be interviewed? (Choose two.) 

A.All managers 

B.IT department personnel 

C.Business Unit management 

D.Legal department personnel 

E.Human Resource department 

Correct:C D 

9.Selecting from the list of options below, what would need to be accomplished during an initial 

meeting with the customer when reviewing a company organizational chart? 1. Identify key 

decision makers 2. Document the key players and their roles 3. Determine the products to be used 

4. Proof of Concept of the products in the solution 

A.3,4 

B.2,4 

C.1,3 

D.1,2 

Correct:D 

10.As you review a list of a customer business processes, you notice that the only time they 

describe anything to do with passwords is in the context of some work they have done to 

synchronize passwords across a number of platforms. Which three options will help fill the gap in 

their approach to passwords? (Choose three.) 

A.password mirroring 



 

 

B.switch user capability C.secure 

password pickup D.challenge-

response capability 

E.authentication step-up capability 

F.user self-care for updating passwords 

Correct:C D F 
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